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1. The enclosed I n t e l l i g e n c e Information S p e c i a l Report
is p a r t of a a e r i e s now i n p r e p a r a t i o n based on the SECRET
USSR M i n i s t r y of Defenee p u b l i c a t i o n C o l l e c t i o n of Articles of
the J o u r n a l "Military Thought." This article undertakes t o
a i s t i n g u i e h between communications p r i n c i p l e s f o r n u c l e a r warfare
and non-nuclear warfare, b u t advises t h a t communications be s e t
up for t r a n s i t i o n t o nuclear warfare. The greater numbers and
v a r i e t y of modern communications means are cited as a major problem, r e q u i r i n g greater c o m u n i c a t i o n s d i s c i p l i n e for s e c u r i t y and
d e f e n s i v e purposes. The author p o i n t s o u t the advantages of w i r e
c o m u n i c a t i o n s , but recognizes t h e degradation of this method i n
a n u c l e a r r a d i a t i o n envi&oment. T h i s article appeared i n I e s u e
No. 3 (91) for 1970.
2.
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SUMMARY
The following report is a translation from Russian of an
article which appeared in Issue No. 3 (91) for 1970 of the SECRET USSR Ministry of Defense publication Collection of Articles
of the Journal "Military Thought." . The author of this article
is Colonel B. Dudnik (Doctor of Military Sciences). He describes
general principles of communications for troop control under nonnuclear warfare conditions, but emphasizes that such communications must be set up and operated to function under nuclear warfare conditions as well. Conceding that some World War II
principles still apply, he finds that major changes since that
time are the increased numbers and variety of communications
means. These changes increase mutual interference possibilities
and security problems. He recommends limiting transmissions,
using wire systems more, and minimal shortwave use when more
secure systems are out of service. The degrading effect of
nuclear radiation on communications cables is noted.
END OF SUMMARY
COMMENT:
Colonel B. Dudnik authored an article appearing in Issue No.
34 for 1961 of the SECRET USSR Ministry of Defense publication
Collection of Articles of the Journal "Military News" titled
l'The Wider Application of Radioelectronic Means for Reconnais2 February 1962]. 'Military ThoUght has
sance"
me u5SR Ministry of Defense in three versions
been
in the past--TOP SECRET, SECRET, and RESTRICTED. There is no information as to whether or not the TOP SECRET version continues to
be published. The SECRET version is published three times annually and is distributed down to the level of division command r
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Features of the Organization of Communications
of the Ground Forces In Operations During
a Non-Nuclear Period of Warfare
by Colonel B. Dudnik
Doctor of Military Sciences
Research into the problems of conducting combat operations
and warfare in general, in which only conventional means of
destruction are used but where there is the constant threat of
nuclear weapons, shows that under these conditions the planning
and preparation of operations by ground troops must be conducted
according to two variants: one in which nuclear weapons are
used (from the beginning of the operation or introduced during
combat actions), and one in which nuclear weapons are not used.
This has an effect on how we solve the problems of supporting
such operations, including the organization of communications.
Actually, even if combat actions begin with conventional
means only, communications must be planned and deployed with
regard to the nuclear variant, since the reorganization..cg
COMMunications„upcn_learning of a_dire -Ct nuclear threat or after
4._Xu3rprise.enemy.muclear attack,.woulct.take longer, than would
the dispersal bf_trszops_a_DA_ ...th. p xelo g 4t. ign of command posts to
new areas. / In other words, to support the control of combat
actions of ground forces in which only conventional weapons are
Used, we must build a communications system capable of fulfilling
its functions, without basic changes, during the regrouping of
troops and under conditions of nuclear warfare. Needless to say,
this refers not only to the structure of the communications system
but also to the entire Complex of organizational-technical and
defensive measures necessary to keep the system effective.
The experience of World War II showed that it is impossible
to break through prepared enemy defenses without creating a
definite quantitative an k
, qualitative superiority of our own
forces and weapons in the breakthrou4H --se-CTOr. This principle is
undoubtedly valid_fox-operations -in-modern warfare as well. At_
jffcentration
the same time, it cannot be _Qyerlooked that the
o..r..00pa_ia-a-nazza,c_zoneefli can lead to great losses
It can therefore be expected
if....the-enemy_alasta-nualaar-wea.ponQ,
that the process of troop concentration will be of much shorter

-5duration and, particularly, will not involve advance troop buildup
at the very forward edge of enemy defenses as was the case in the
last war. The majority of large units and units can attack the
enemy while advancing to the breakthrough sector from more or less
distant and dispersed assembly areas.
These circumstances lead to a series of conclusions regarding
the maintenance of communications. It is quite obvious that
during the breakthrough period the front (army) communications
system must increase the density of auxiliarycommunications
centers on the main strike axis, since there will be a great increase in the number of information sources based on these centers.
The destruction of any of these centers, particularly the advance
one in the breakthrough sector, will result in serious complications in troop control.
It must also be taken into account that when only conventional weapons are used, the communications system is in less
danger of destruction but has fewer demands on its carrying capacity. Therefora.,....the...organi.Zation..of.9%W...P.r...t.w9..444ittOnal.A4X14.tary . centers does not necessarily mean a marked_..increase...in_...the.
nUEber -Of-doMMInttations -Iiiiiii -Or, consequentlyz in the total
expenditure_of_commiirti cationa._maans. 4. since the output of a group vf
of channels and the number of lines between individual centers
can be decreased in any given instance. For example, under such
conditions an army . command post may have only a cable line to
one advance auxiliary communications center and only radio relay
to another one. These auxiliary centers must, of course, be
interconnected by lateral lines.
In organizing communications in operations during a non- 14"
nuclear period of warfare, we must also bear in mind that the
41;e4WI TAll gh.sectOr...Will. be saturated wit) observation...soots
Of_lormation_commandera_IPOMMAndaNS). In contrast to command.
postsand forward command posts, which are also set up during
such a period, observaUon posts are temporary control points
deploye.d_sight_itt, _the_ fo rwayyL.edge-of-the_ enemy defenses for
ol_of nu r _troapla nperating in_the_hreekthrough sector.
contr
—.
—
During World War II, observation posts usually played a
decisive role in troop control during the breakthrough of
prepared enemy defenses, and they therefore hal widely ramified
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-6communications with subordinate and cooperating troops. In such
instances, direct communications were usually set up with the
observation posts of subordinate commanders located in the breakthrough sector. Other communications were maintained primarily
through the command post. The commander of the air army was
located at the observation post of the front commander, a representative of the air army at the observation post of the combinedarms (tank) army, and an aviation control officer at the divisional observation posts. Coordination with aviation was conducted
through these officers. In our opinion, these principles are
applicable to the subject under discussion. However, in view of,
the_glonAtant_threat_of_the_pe .,of_nuclear weaponel.the7r616:eir:commansizasts-and_forwarcLAQIIIMA. 0
...01.0..r...compac. a t s ,
centegA_Ia_gxnuing. For_tbil_KDAARn the_RerliDinnALAU2.122 h °f
operations_groups_and_communicatione centers of observation posts
may_ be_..2141.er-ted_. ta_decrea s

As already noted, during an enemy attack or during their
commitment to the breakthroligh, some large units will be advancing
from assembly areas and will be some distance from the communications centers and communications lines of the formation. Therefore, in rea giving_problems of organizing nommunications through
auxiliAry_AZMRPor ti centers of a_AYsteMiAge_mtlat_also_take. into
aCcomint-thP neee-to-contsol-tha-coslumns . of-these advanoing.troops.
A large concentration' of troops in the breakthrough sector
intensifies the problem of electromagnetic compatibility in the
radioelectronic equipment being used. Particularly, great diffi:accuz_ip_thg . xxgz,lency . a;locations of shortwave and
ultra-shortwave frequencies in radio communications gt the

tactical

Laygl_of command. Because of the limited frequency capacity of v-V

these bands, unfortunately it will be impossible to avoid mutual
radio interference. For this reason, qap,b_radiso network (radio
link) must have two designated rPcerve frequencies, and the most
important networks should have three. This is the only way we
can be sure of having at least one assigned frequency free from
interference and available to transmit urgent messages at any
time, since radio exchanges among all the radio networks will not
be simultaneous.
Mutual radia_interference can be

appreciably reduced by

and by
eliminating unwarranted testing of radio communications. Also,
decr_easing_the-Rumiaer-and_aiv r atisan_sg_ _rAdist_n_oxiveratAtion_s

-7during the breakthrough of enemy defenses it is advisable to use
a lswer_poster output for communications on the axis of the main
strike. With this in mind we should make broad use of direstional
antennas. It goes without saying that in . the_break+ h,..ough qc.cfor
we must make maximum use of wire and relay. communications equipment in order to decrease the load on radio channels and also to
lessen mutual radio interference.
Another characteristic trait of these operations will be the
substantial reduction_in_thg_rate_of adyance and in the depth to
which the troops will advance In one 24-hour period. This will
result in an increase in the length of time command,Roets.reglain.
in the same place, a shortening of relocation distances, a
decrease in the total time needed to build up communications lines
and systems, and other conditions favorable for communications.
However, this weakening of the_ftnamism of the_PQMMand
qy s.tem_also....has..._its... glark....aid g._from the viewpoint of organizing .
communications. Thus, becauae_the Contrn1 Roints are relocated
301.a.a_fratplentalna r y...to.-camouf-lage them better ana7
to improve communications security as well. It is known that
our probable_anemY haq_DS gel lan t_capahilities for discovering
dia-iFETOp groupings and even the objectives of out operations
merely from the radio transmissions of command posts. In
addition, information from radio reconnaissance is used to mount
strikes against our command posts.
In order to hinder enemy radio reconnaissance, especially
when we are About to begin our attack or during our breakthrough
of enemy defenses, we must semaraly limha_use_of_ahortwave
and_ultra:shortwue rad1Q_Communications, especially in the meter
band .. The losim means of communications in . formations during .
Subsequent operations
these two stages muat_beLmain-4WAle-cmalla
will inevitably require the utilization of all Means of communication, including shortwave radio stations. However, it is
11119enn1 ngi b la -tilD 1Wate the—latter slirestly at _commaitgl...p.oate__of
a front or army, or even of : a division, if these command posts
reMairan the same location for somewhat extended periods of time.
In the event of increased enemy resistance during the operation, or of a sharp deceleration of our advance, we must limit
the use of radio means, even of tropospheric and radio-relay
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lines in the meter band at the army level, and make greater use
of wire communications. It is not difficult to see that the role
of wire communications will increase markedly in operations in
which only conventional weapons are used, but in which there is
constant threat of a surprise enemy nuclear strike (in comparison
with their role in operations in nuclear warfare).* This circumstance must be taken into account in working out T/O&E questions
of communications units of formations and large units.

One very important task is to maintain reliable communications with rocket large units and units. When only conventional means of destruction are used, these large units and
units can be used to mount strikes against the enemy with
non-nuclear munitions. Another possible way of using rocket
troops is to have them ready to mount a nuclear strike while
they are in an "inactive" state and relocating from one position
to another directly behind advancing motorized rifle and tank
large units. But even in this case, the system of communications
with rocket large units (units) will be deployed on all lines,
and measures will be taken to ensure its survival in case of an
enemy nuclear strike.
In conclusion, we shall turn our attention again to one
particular characteristic of the operations under review. It is
very probable that the enemy will use nuclear land mines as soon
as our troops enter the line of his prepared nuclear mine obstacles.
The use of these nuclear means (whether or not it coincides with
the beginning of a general nuclear war) will be a very serious
factor and will have a great influence on the planning and conduct
of the offensive operations of our troops.
This also applies to communications personnel. Above all,
we must allow for the possibility of extensive zones of radioactive contamination which will make it more difficult to construct
and use cable lines and, in some areas, radio-relay lines as
well. Nor can weIgnore_the effect of electromagnetic iapuises
emanating from detonations of nuclear land . mines. If cable lines

* The above discussion refers to existing means of communications
with their actual technical characteristics.

-9kr.e..-not-equitaped..with-supplementary electrical safeguards, they
may very possibly be damaged at distances up to several.kilometers
from the nuclear land mine. An important task of communications
under these conditions will be to ensure the control of special
detachments assigned to seize and deactivate nuclear land mines.
The principles stated here apply to offensive operations.
The non-nuclear period will also see an increase in the role of
defensive operations by fronts and armies, operations which by
their nature will undoubtedly have Much in common with the
defensive operations of World War II. In addition, the_ever
present threat _cd.....enemy_nUraeaX__attatk......deman .ds greater dispersal
tfili AL-foraes, extenAiNe_maneuve ri ng by them, Creahi gii:bf OPtille_x_e_aerves, bgtaxx_concealment_of troops, andgmatex_elfig iancy_a_contro1. The need to camouflage troops
and command points will increase considerably. Under these
conditions, the Vxlgal gomminications_manswal bp main
the greatest--security. However, the entire
existing communications complex will be used during an engagement.
A command post which has exposed itself must, of course, relocate
to a new area in order to avoid being hit by a nuclear strike.
Taking this into account, we must limit the use of insecure
.communications means, especially shortwave radio communications,
to extreme emergencies when more secure communications have been
put out of service.
One feature of communications to be kept in mind when
if
organizing communications for defense is that, if nuclear weapons
are used, our troops may take the offensive immediately after
nuclear counters trikes.
As may be seen from the above statements, operations in a
non-nuclear period of warfare have characteristics which strongly
influence the organization and maintenance of communications.
The more the operational-tactical bases for these operations are
worked out theoretically and tested in exercises, the more precisely defined will be the tasks of communications and the conditions and principles of communications organization and support.

